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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a number of authors defined various 
contractive type mappings of metric spaces which are generalizations of 
the well-known Banach contraction. In [221, Rhoades compared those 
contractive conditions and obtained fixed-point theorems. Recently Collaso 
and Silva [5] have presented a complete comparison for the mappings 
numbered (1)-(25) by Rhoades [22]. 
Hikida [ll], Kasahara [14], and Park and Rhoades [19] introduced 
contractive mappings involving both the diameter of orbits and functions 
cp E Qi for i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  where the definitions of Qi can be found in 
Section 2, and obtained interesting fixed-point theorems for the mappings. 
The Meir-Keeler type contraction mappings have received much attention 
in recent years, for instance, see [3, 12, 13, 18, 201. Hegedus [9] established 
a fixed-point theorem for a generalized Meir-Keeler contraction, which 
deals with both the diameter of orbits and the Meir-Keeler type condition. 
Hegedus and Szilhgyi [lo] proved the equivalence of some conditions that 
arise in the theory of contractive type mappings and obtained fixed-point 
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theorems. Park and Rhoades [211 gave fixed-point theorems for 
Meir-Keeler type contraction mappings. 
On the other hand, Park [17] gathered 15 contraction mappings, studied 
the existence of fixed point, and posed open questions for these mappings, 
respectively. 
In this paper, we answer two fixed-point questions of Park [17] by 
constructing ten nontrivial examples and prove some fixed-point theorems 
for general contractive type mappings which, in turn, generalize, improve, 
and unify some results due to Fisher [8], Hegedus [9], Hegedus and SzilAgyi 
[lo], Hikida [ll], Kasahara [14], Park [17], Park and Rhoades [19, 201, and 
others. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of all positive integers, 
@ = {cp: cp: R+- R+ satisfies cp(t) < t for t > 0}, 
o = { O }  U N ,  and R ,  = [0, a). Define 
a1 = { cp: cp E @ and is nondecreasing, right continuous}, 
Q2 = { cp: cp E @ and is upper semicontinuous from the right}, 
a3 = { cp: cp E @ and is nondecreasing and lim cp"(t) = 0 for t > 0 , 
n + m  1 
a4 = { cp: cp E @ and satisfies limsupcp(s) < t for t > 0 
s + t +  
Clearly, a1 c a3 and a2 c 
integer not exceeding x. 
closed at x E X if y = fx whenever {XJ, 
and limn ~~ fx, = y for some y E X .  Given f :  X - X and x, y E X ,  let 
For x E R,, [XI denotes the largest 
Let ( X ,  d )  be a metric space ( X ,  d). A self-mapping f on X is said to be 
c X such that limn ~~ x, = x 
O(x) = { f n x :  n E o}, O(x,y) = O(x) u O ( y ) ,  
m( x, y )  = m a {  d( x, y )  , d( x ,  fx) I d( y ,  f y )  , d( x, f y )  , d( y ,  fx)} , 
6 ( x , y )  = sup{d(a,b): a , b  E O ( x , y ) }  and 6 ( x )  = 6 ( x , x ) .  
For any A c X ,  Adenotes its closure. A point x E X is said to be regular 
for f if 6 ( x )  < a. 
If cp: R ,  + R ,  is an upper semicontinuous function with 
cp(t) < t for t > 0 and cp(0) = 0,  then there exists a strictly increasing, 
continuousfunction @: R++ R ,  such that cp(t) I @ ( t )  < t for t > 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
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The following definitions and theorems are borrowed from Park [ 171. 
(A) For any x, y E X ,  x # y, 
(A6 1 d( f x ,  f y )  < 6 (  x, y) if x and y are regular. 
(B) Given E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, for any x, y E X ,  
(Bd) E I d ( x , y )  < E + 6 implies d ( f x , f y )  < E ,  
(Bm) E I m ( x , y )  < E + 6 implies d ( f x , f y )  < E ,  
(B6) E I  6 ( x , y )  < E +  6 implies d ( f x , f y )  < E .  
(C) Given E > 0, there exist E, < E and 6, > 0 such that, for any x, y E X ,  
(Cd) E I d ( x , y )  < E + 6, implies d( fx , fy )  I E , ,  
(Cm) E I m(x ,y )  < E + 6, implies d ( f x , f y )  I E , ,  
(C6) E I S ( x , y )  < E + 6, implies d( fx , fy )  I E, .  
(D) There exists a nondecreasing right continuous function q: R++ 
R ,  such that q(t) < t for t > 0 and, for any x, y E X ,  
(Dd) d(fx7fy) I cp(d(LY))? 
(Dm) d ( f x * f y )  I 'P(m(x,Y))* 
(D6) d ( f x , f y )  I q ( 6 ( x , y ) )  if xandyareregular 
(E) There exists r E [0,1) such that, for any x, y E X ,  
( E 6 )  
THEOREM 2.1 [17]. 
d( f x ,  f y )  I r6( x, y)  if x and y are regular. 
Let f be a selfmapping of a metric space ( X ,  d). If all 
points in X are regular for f ,  then 
(Ad) = (Bd) = (Cd) = (Dd) = (Ed) 
U U U U U 
(i) (Am) = (Bm) = (Cm) = (Dm) = (Em) 
U U U U U 
(AS) = (B6)  = (C6)  = (DS) = (E6) ;  
(C6)  * (D6) * ( E 6 )  * (Em) * (Ed), (Bd) * (Cd), (ii) 
and (Dd) * (Ed). 
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THEOREM 2.2 (C S)  [17]. Let f be a self-mapping of a metric space ( X ,  d) .  
Suppose that there exists a regular point u E X such that 
(i) O(u) has a regular clusterpoint u E X ,  and 
(ii) the condition (C6) holds on O(u, u). 
Then f has a uniquefiedpoint u E &) and f ' u  + u as n + 00. 
[171: 
various conditions in (Ed)-(A S)? 
(Bm) and (B 6 )? 
On the other hand, the following open questions were raised by Park 
1. Are there other counterexamples of the implications between 
2. Are there any extensions of Theorem 2.2 (CS) to the conditions 
3. ON PARK'S QUESTIONS 
First we prove the following result by constructing counterexamples. 
THEOREM 3.1. In bounded metric spaces, the following implications are 
not valid: 
(Am) = (Ad), (Bm) = (Bd) , (Cm) = (Cd) , and (Dm) = (Dd) ; 
( 3 4  
(Dm) * (Em) ; (3-2) 
(Cm) = (Dm) and (D6) = (Dm); (3.3) 
(Cd) 3 (Dd) ; (3.4) 
(Ad) 3 (Bd), (Am) 3 (Bm), and (AS) 3 (BS); (3.5) 
(C6)  * (Cm) and (Bm) * (Cm); ( 3.6) 
(A6)  * (Am); (3-7) 
(B6) * (C6)  and (Bm). (3-8) 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let X = ((0, 01, ( 1 ,  i)} u ((l/Zn, 0): n E w }  u 
{(1/2n, 1/2'>: n E N }  c R: with the usual metric d. Define f :  X + X by 
f(0,O) = (O,O>, f(1, = (i, i), f(1/2', 0) = (1/2n+1, 0) for n E w and 
f(1/2', 1/2? = (1/2'+', 1/2'+') for n E N. Then ( X ,  d )  is a compact 
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metric space and f is continuous. It is easy to verify that 
and 
for x, y E X .  Thus f satisfies (Am), (Bm), (Cm), and (Dm), but f does not 
satisfy any one of (Ad), (Bd), (Cd), and (Dd). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X = {Zn: n E N }  and d(2n, 2m) = 21n - ml/(l + 
21n - ml) for n,  m E N .  Then ( X ,  d )  is a bounded metric space. Define f :  
X + X  by f 2 n  = 2n + 2 for n E N .  Note that m(2n,2m) = (2 + 21n - 
m1)/(3 + 21n - ml) E [f, 1) for n,  m E N. If E 2 1, we may define 6, = 1 
and E, = ?. If E E (0, $1, we may define 6, = f - E and E, = 3s. If 
E E [f, 11, then there exists a unique k E N satisfying 2k/(2k + 1) I E < 
(2k + 2)/(2k + 3). By choosing 6, = (2k + 2)/(2k + 3) - E and E, = 
ma{$, 2(k - 1)/(1 + 2(k - l))}, the condition m(x, y )  < E + 6, implies 
that d(@, f y )  = 2(k - 1)/(1 + 2(k - 1)) I E,. It follows from Theorem 2 
of [lo] that f satisfies (Dm). 
However, f does not satisfy (Em). Otherwise, for any n E N ,  one should 
get 
1 
21n - 11 
1 + 21n - 11 
2 + 21n - 11 
3 + 21n - 11 I r  = rm(Zn,2), d ( f2n , f2 )  = 
which implies that 1 I r ,  as n + m, contradicting the fact that r < 1.  
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X = {(n - l)/n: n E N }  with the usual metric d.  
Define f :  X + X by f 0  = 0 and fn / (n  + 1) = ( n  - l)/n for n EN. 
Then ( X ,  d )  is a bounded metric space, 6(x, y )  = max{x, y }  for x, y E X ,  
and m(0, n / (n  + 1)) = n / (n  + 1) and m(n/(n + l),(n + p ) / ( n  + 1 + 
p ) )  = ( p  + l ) /n(n + 1 + p )  for n , p  EN. 
Take E = 3. For any 6, > 0 and E, E (0, E ) ,  there exist x = $, y = (2 
+ p ) / ( 3  + p ) ,  where p = [ 4 ~ , / ( 1  - ZE,)] + 1, such that 
m(x,  y )  = ( p  + 1)/2(3 + p )  < E + 6,. But d ( f x , f y )  =p/2(2 + p )  > E,. 
By Theorem 2 of [lo], we conclude that f does not satisfy (Dm). 
We now show that f satisfies (Cm) and (D6). If E 2 1, then we may 
define 6, = 8, = 3. If E E [i, l), then there exists a unique n 2 2 such 
that E E [(n - O/n, n / (n  + 1)). Choose 6, = n / (n  + 1) - E and E, = 
max{(n - 2)/(n - 11, $1 E (0, E ) .  Thus any one of E I m(x, y )  < E + 6, 
and 6 ( x ,  y )  < E + 6, implies that d(fi, f y )  I ( n  - 2)/(n - 1) I E .  If 
E E (0, +I, then there exists a unique n 2 2 with E E [l/(n + l),l/n). 
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Note that 
p + l  ) ,  [ X’ :) c[n ( n  + 1 )  :) = El [ n(n  +p)  ’ n(n  + p  + 1) 
p + l  ) n [  q + l  )=. [ n(nP+p) n(n  + p  + 1)  
P m 1 1 
n(n  + q )  ’ n(n  + q + 1) 
for all distinct p, q E N. Thus there exists a unique p E N such that 
1 
< -. P + l  I&<1 P < 
n + 1 - n ( n  +p)  n(n  + p +  1) n 
Putting 6, = ( p  + l)/n(n + p  + 1 )  - 8 and 8, = ( p  - l)/n(n + p  - 1) 
< E ,  we easily conclude that d(fx,fy) = ( p  - l)/n(n + p  - 1) = E, pro- 
vided that & I m ( ~ ,  y )  < & + 6,. Therefore, f satisfies (Cm). 
If E E (0, +), then there exist 6, = 3 - E and E, = +& such that 
6 ( x , y )  = max{x,y} < E + 6 = +, 
which implies that d(fx,fy) = 0 < E,. It follows from Theorem 3 of [ l o ]  
that f satisfies (D6). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let X and f be as in Example 3.3. Define d :  X X X +. 
R ,  by d(x, y) = max{x, y }  for x, y E X .  Then ( X ,  d )  is a bounded metric 
space. 
E (0,1), then there exists a 
unique k E N such that ( k  - l)/k < E I k / ( k  + 1 ) .  Take 6, I i ( ( k  + 
l ) / ( k  + 2) - k / ( k  + 1 ) )  and E, = ( k  - l ) / k  < E.  Then the condition 
If E 2 1 ,  we may define 6, = E, = 4. If 
k - 1  
< 8 5 d ( x , y )  
k 
2k2  + 4k + 1 
2 ( k  + l ) ( k  + 2) 
k + l  
< -  
k + 2 = max{x,y} < E + 6,  I 
implies that 
That is, f satisfies (Cd). 
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Suppose that f satisfies (Dd). Then there exists cp E Q1 satisfying (Dd). 
Wong [23] has noted that cp is upper semicontinuous from the right. Since 
cp is nondecreasing, so 
limsupcp(s) = lim sup ~ ( s )  = lim SUP cp(s) 
s - t  8-0 s € ( t -  & , t +  &) &-0 S € ( t , t + & )  
I lim cp(t + E )  = cp(t). 
&- 0 
That is, cp is upper semicontinuous. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a strictly 
increasing continuous function +: R++ R ,  such that cp(t) I +(t) < t for 
t > 0. It follows that 
Letting n tend to infinity, we have 1 I @(1) < 1, which is a contradiction. 
Hence, f does not satisfy (Dd). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X = [0,2] and d :  X X X  + R ,  by d(x,y) = 
max{x,y} for distinct x, y E X  and d(x,y) = 0 for x = y  E X .  Then 
(X, d )  is a compact metric space. Define f :  X + X by f 0  = 0, f i  = 1 for 
x E (1,2], and f x  = 1/2"+' for x E (1/2mf1, 1/2"] and m E o. Note 
that f i  < x for x E X - {O}. It is clear that 
for all distinct x, y E X .  Thus (Ad), (Am), and (A61 are fulfilled. 
Take E = 1. Then for any 6 > 0, we have 
E I 6(1,min{+, 1 + +a}) = max{l,min{+, 1 + +a}} < 1 + 6 ,  
and 
That is, (B6), (Bm), and (Bd) are not fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let X = (1) U {(n - l)/n: n E N }  with the usual met- 
ric d. Define f :  X + X by f 0  = 0, f l  = +, and fn / (n  + 1) = ( n  - l)/n 
for n E N. Then ( X ,  d )  is a compact metric space. It follows from the 
example of [lo] that f satisfies (CS). 
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Set E = 3. Then for any 6, > 0 and E, < E ,  there exist x = 1, y = k/ 
(k + l), where k = [l/(l - 2 ~ , ) ]  + 2, such that 
k - 1  1 
2 
m ( x , y )  = - E [ E ,  E + 6,) and d ( f i , f i )  = I f  - 7 > s o .  
That is, f does not satisfy (Cm). 
For n 2 1, we have 
n 
n - 1  n 
For n 2 2, p 2 1, we have 
n 1 1 
On the other hand, we have 
m ( 0 , l )  = m ( l , i )  = 1 and d ( f 0 , f l )  = d( f1 , f i )  = i. 
Given E 2 1, there exists 6 = 3 such that, for any x, y E X ,  
d ( f i , f i )  = 4 < E .  E I m ( x , y )  < E + 6 implies 
Given E E [i, $1, there exists 6 = $ - E such that, for any x, y E X ,  
1 1 1  
E I m ( x , y )  < E + 8 implies d ( f i , f i )  =IT - ;I < 7 I E ,  
where n 2 2.  
Given E E [i, 11, there exists a unique m 2 3 such that ( m  - l)/m I E 
< m/(m + 1). Take 6 = m/(m + 1) - E .  Then the condition E I 
m(x, y )  < E + 6 implies that d( f i ,  fi) = ( m  - 2)/(m - 1) < 8.  
Since 
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so 
Given E E (0, i), there exists a unique n 2 2 such that l/(n + 1) I 
E < l /n.  It follows that there exists a unique p E N with l/(n + 1) I 
p/n(n + p) I E < (p + l)/[n(n + p + l)] < l/n. Take S = ( p  + 
l)/[n(n + p + 111 - E .  The condition E I m(x,  y )  < E + S implies that 
d ( f x , f y )  = (p - l)/[n(n + p  - l)] < E .  Thus, f satisfies (Bm). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let X = {0,2} LJ {l/n: n E N }  with the usual metric d. 
Define f :  X + X by f 0  = 1, f l  = 2, f 2  = i, and f l / (n  + 1) = l /(n + 
2) for n E N. Then ( X ,  d )  is a compact metric space. Since d(f1, f2) 
= $ = m(l,2), f does not satisfy (Am). 
For any n,  p E N, we have 
n +  l ’ n + p +  1 1. 1 ) < -  1 < - = S  (L d ( f , l J n + p + l  n + 2  n + l  
For any x E (0, 1,2} and y E X ,  we have 
d ( f x , f y )  < 2 = S ( x , y ) .  
Therefore, f satisfies (A 6 ) .  
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let ( X ,  d )  be as in Example 3.6. Define f :  X + X by 
f 0  = 0, f l  = i, and fn / (n  + 1) = ( n  + l)/(n + 2) for n E N. 
Take E = 3. For any 6 > 0, there exist x = 0, y = 3 satisfying E = 
m(x, y )  < E + 6 and d(fx, f y )  = E .  Thus, f does not satisfy (Bm). 
Take E = 1. For any So > 0 and E~ < E ,  there exist x = 0, y = n/ (n  + 
0, where n = max{[(2~~ - 1)/(1 - so)] + 1,2} satisfying E = S(x, y )  < 
E + S and d(fx, f y )  = ( n  + l)/(n + 2) > so. That is, f does not satisfy 
((26). 
For any E 2 1, there exists 6 = 3 such that the condition E I S(x, y )  < 
E + 6 implies that (x, y )  E ((0, l), (1,0), (0, n / ( n  + l)), (n / (n  + 1),0): n 
E N}. Consequently, d ( f x , f y )  = 3 or d(fx,fy) = ( n  + l)/(n + 2) for 
some n E N. That is, d ( f x , f y )  < E .  
For any E E (0,1>, there exists a unique k E N with l / (k  + 1) I E < 
l/k. Take S = l /k  - E .  If k = 1, the condition E I S ( x ,  y )  < E + S 
implies that d ( f x ,  f y )  = d(3, ( n  + l)/(n + 2)) or d(fx, f y )  = d(3, ( n  + 
l)/(n + 211, where n E N. Thus d(fx, f y )  < 3 < E .  If k > 1, the condition 
E 4 S(x, y )  < E + S implies that  d ( f x ,  f y )  = d ( ( k  + 1)/ 
( k  + 2),(k + 1 +p)/(k + 2 +PI) < l / (k  + 1) < E for p E N .  There- 
fore, f satisfies (BS). 
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Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 gives a positive answer to Question 1 posed 
It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 that the following holds. 
by Park [17]. 
a selfmapping of a metric space ( X ,  d) .  If all 
then the following statements hold: 
(Ed) 
e e 
* (Cd) * (Dd) * 
JlX UX UX 
JlX UX UX 
Remark 3.2. The following Examples 3.9 and 3.10 give a negative 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let ( X ,  d )  and f be as in Example 3.8. Then there exists 
answer to Question 2 posed by Park [17]. 
a regular cluster point 1 E X such that 
(a) O(1) has a regular cluster point 1 E X ,  and 
(b) the condition (B6) holds on O(1). 
But f has no fixed point on G(1) = O(1). 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let X = (0) U {1/2": n E w }  with the usual metric d. 
Define f :  X + X by f 0  = 0 and f '/'" = 1/2"+' for n E w .  Then ( X ,  d )  
is a compact metric space and a(1) = O(1,O) = X .  Obviously, O(1) has a 
regular cluster point 0 E X .  
For n E w and p E N, we have 
1 1 
and 
For n E w ,  we have 
1 1 
If E 2 1, then we may define 6 = $. If E E (0, $), then there exists 
a unique k E N  satisfying E E [1/2k+', 1/2k). By choosing 6 = 1/2k  
- 8 ,  the condition E I m ( x ,  y )  < E + 6 implies that (x, y )  E 
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{(1/2k, l /zk+p),  (1/2k+p, 1 / 2 9  p E N } .  That is, d(fx, f i )  < 1/2k+' I E .  
If E E [i, l ) ,  then we may take 6 E ( 0 , l  - E ) .  Clearly, the condition 
E I m(x, y) < E + 6 implies that (x, y) E {(i, 01, (0, i), (1, 1 / 2 9 ,  
(1/2P, 1): p E N } .  This means that d(fx,fi) = 1/22 < E or d(fx,fi) = 3 
- 1/2P+' < $4 E for some p E N .  Hence, f satisfies (Bm) in O(1,O). f ,  
however, has no fixed point in a(1 )  = X. 
4. FIXED-POINT THEOREMS FOR GENERAL 
CONTRACTIVE TYPE MAPPINGS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a selfmapping of a metric space (X ,d )  and 
p, q E N .  Suppose that there exist cp E Q3 and u E Xsuch that 
O ( u )  hasaclusterpointu ~ X a n d  S ( u , u )  < a; 
f is closed at u ; 
( 4 4  
(4.2) 
d(fPX*f4Y) I c p ( W Y ) )  (4.3) 
for allx, y E O(u, u). Then f has a uniquefiedpoint u E G(u) and f nu +. u 
as n +. a. 
Prooj Let r = max{p, q}. For any x, y E O(u, u),  m, n E N ,  and i, j E 
w ,  by (4.3) we have 
d( f n + r + i x ,  f m + r + j y )  cp( a(  f n + r - p + i  x,fm+r-q+jy)) I cp(qf'x,f 'y)), 
and 
d( f n + r + i t ,  f m + r + j t  < ) - c p ( q f l t 3 ) )  4 cp(qflx>f")),  
q f " + r x , f " + r y )  I cp(S(fkf'y)). (4.4) 
where t E {x, y} and 1 = min{m, n}. It follows that 
For any n E N ,  there exist k ,  s E w with n = kr + s, where 0 I s < r. 
From (4.4) we have 
which means that 
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Hence { f "x}, is a Cauchy sequence in a(u,  u). Condition (4.1) ensures 
that f "U + u as n + a and so limn - tm f "x = u for all x E O(U, u). Thus, 
limn ~m f " u  = u. It follows from the closedness of f at u that u = fu. That 
is, u is a fured point of f in G(u). The uniqueness of the fured point follows 
easily from (4.3). This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 includes Theorem 2 of Fisher [8] as a special 
case. 
Let f be a self-mapping of a metric space ( X , d )  and 
p ,  q E N .  Suppose that there exist cp E a4 and u E X satisfiing (4.1), (4.2) 
and 
d ( f p x , f q y )  1max{cp(6(f~x,fjy)):O 1 i 1 p , 0 1 j 1 q }  (4.5) 
for al lx ,  y E O(u, u). Then f has a uniquefiedpoint u E a ( u )  and f "u  +. u 
as n + a. 
Prooj Let r = max{p, q} and w E O(u,u). Since {6(f"w)}n,, is de- 
creasing and bounded below by 0, it converges to some t 2 0. We assert 
that t = 0. Otherwise t > 0. Take c E (max{ &), lim sups -t t +  &)}, t) .  
Then there exists b > t such that cp(s) < c whenever t I s < b. It follows 
that there is k E N with t I S ( f " w )  < b for n 2 k. 
For 0 I i I p ,  0 I j I q, and m > n 2 0, we have 
I 
THEOREM 4.2. 
6(fk+r+mw) a ( f k + r - p + m + i  w, f k + r - q + n + j  w) 4 S(fkw) < b ,  
and 
d ( f k + r + m w ,  f k + r + n w )  
I 
< max{c: 0 I i I P ,  0 I j I q}  
~ ( f k + r - p + m + i  w, f k + r - q + n + j  w)): o I i I P ,  o I j I q}  
= c,  
which implies that 
t I 6 ( f k + r w )  I c < t ,  
which is a contradiction. Hence t = 0. 
is decreasing 
and bounded below by 0, it converges to some a 2 0. Suppose that a > 0. 
It is easy to see that there exist h ,  z E R+ satisfying 
Let x, y E O(u, u) .  Since the sequence { 6 ( f " x ,  f "y)}, 
for s E [a ,  2) .  Note that 
6 ( f " x , f " y ) l a ,  6 ( f " x ) 1 0 ,  6(f"y)10 a s n  +.a. 
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Then there exists k E N such that 
a I 6 ( f n x , f " y )  < z ,  6 ( f n x )  < a ,  6 ( f " y )  < a  
for any n 2 k. 
5 q, we have 
Now let m , n  E o and put I = max{m,n} + r. For 0 5 i ~p and 0 5 j 
Y )  a I 6 ( f k f l x , f k + l y )  I ~ ( f k + r - p + m + i  
k + r - q + n + j  x, f 
5 6 ( f k x , f k y )  < 2, 
and using (4.51, we immediately get 
d(fk+r+rnx,  f k + r + n y )  
- < 8 ( f k + r - p + m + i x , f k + r - q + n + j  y ) ) :  0 I i IP, 0 ~j I q} < h ,  
which implies that 
a I 6 ( f k f r x , f k f r y )  I h < a ,  
which is impossible. Hence a = 0. 
is Cauchy for each x E O(u, u1. 
The rest of the proof is the same as in Theorem 4.1. This completes the 
proof. I 
Remark 4.2. The following example shows that the condition that f be 
closed when p ,  q 2 2 is necessary in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let p ,  q E N - (1) and X = (0) U {l/n: n E N }  with 
the usual metric d. Define f :  X +. X and cp: R +  +. R, by f 0  = 1, 
f l / n  = 1/2n for n E N ,  cp(t) = (1/2"'"(P34))t for t E [0,1), and cp(t1 = 
(1/2"'"(p,q)-')t for t 2 1, respectively. Then ( X ,  d )  is a compact metric 
space and cp E a3 n ad. Clearly, 6(x, y )  = 1 for any one of x and 
y E {O, l}, and 6 ( x ,  y 1  = max{x, y }  for x, y 
It is clear that the sequence { f e d n  
(0, l}. 
For x = l/n, y = l /m,  and n,  m 2 2, we have 
I m a x { c p ( 6 ( f i x , f j y ) ) :  o I i IP,O ~j I q} 
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For x E (0, l } ,  y E X or x E X ,  y E {O, l } ,  we have 
d ( f  p x ,  f 4Y 1 
I sup{ d(  f 0, f q : ) ,  d( f 0, f 0) , d(  f 1, f 0) , d ( f f "), 
d(  fp1, f q : ) ,  d (  f p : ,  f41): n E N }  
1 
= cp(1) = cp(6(X,Y)) 
I max{cp(6(fix,fjy)): o I i IP, o I j I q} .  
Thus, all the conditions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied except the 
closedness assumption. f ,  however, has no fixed point. 
Put Q = {(S(x ,  y ) ,  d(fPx, fqy ) ) :  x ,  y E O h ,  u)}  c R:. In view of 
Lemma 2 of [lo], we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f be a self-mapping of a metric space ( X , d )  and 
p ,  q E N. If there exist u ,  u E X such that (4.1) holds, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
Given E > 0 ,  there exist E, < E and 6, > 0 such that, 
implies d(  f p x ,  f q y )  I E,; 
foreachx,y E O ( u , u ) ,  E I  6 ( x , y )  < s +  6, (4-6) 
There exists cp E a2 such that, 
f o r x , y  E O ( u , u ) ,  d ( f p x ,  f q y )  I c p ( 6 ( x , y ) ) .  (4.7) 
Remark 4.3. It follows from Theorem 4.3 that Theorem 1 of [19] is a 
special case of Theorem 4.2. 
Let f be a self-mapping of a metric space ( X , d )  and 
q E {1,2}. If there exist u ,  u E X satisfiing (4.1) and i f f  satisfies any one of 
the following conditions 
THEOREM 4.4. 
there exists cp E Q3 such that, 
foranyx,y E O ( u , v ) ,  d ( f x , f 4 y )  I c p ( a ( x , y ) ) ;  (4.8) 
thereexists cp E Q4 suchthat, foranyx,y E O ( u , u ) ,  
d ( f x , f q y )  1max{cp(6(f~x,fjy)):O1i1 1,01j ~ q } ,  (4.9) 
then f has a uniquefiedpoint u E G(u) and f "u  + u as n + 00. 
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Prooj It follows from the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that 
limn ~m f nx = u for all x E O(u,  u). In particular, limn -tm f " u  = u ,  and by 
Lemma 3 of [lo] we have 
S ( u )  = S ( f u ) .  (4.10) 
We claim that 6 ( u )  = 0. If not, then 6 ( u )  > 0. We consider the follow- 
Case 1. Assume that (4.8) holds. For any i, j E N with i > j ,  we have 
ing two cases: 
d ( f ' u , f j u )  I ' p ( S ( f ' - ' u , f j - q u ) )  I ' p ( S ( u ) ) ,  
which means that 
S ( f i )  I 'p( W). 
W u )  5 'p(W) < W) = W)! 
In view of (4.10) and (4.11), we have 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Assume that (4.9) holds. For any IZ, m E N ,  we have 
(4.11) 
since 
6 ( f n u )  = ma{6(fn+1u),sup{d(fnu,fn+ru): Y E N } } .  
Now we apply induction to prove that 
6 ( u )  = S ( f " u )  (4.13) 
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for all n E N. Equation (4.10) ensures that (4.13) holds for IZ = 1. Suppose 
that (4.13) holds for n I k .  It follows from (4.12) and the induction 
hypothesis that 
6 (  u )  = S ( f k u )  
I max{ cp( 6( fk- ' u ) ) ,  cp( 6(fku)), 6 ( f k +  'u ) )  
= max{9(6(u)), 9 ( 6 ( u ) ) *  S(fk+'u)) 
= S(fkf'u), 
which implies that S ( u )  = 6(fk' ' u),  since S ( u )  2 6(fk+ ' u). By induction 
we show that (4.13) holds. 
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we get that 
6( f "u)J ,0 as n + a. It follows from (4.13) that 6 ( u )  = 0, which is a 
contradiction. 
Hence 6 ( u )  = 0, which is equivalent to u =fu.  The uniqueness of the 
fixed point follows easily from any one of (4.8) and (4.9). This completes 
the proof. I 
Remark 4.4. Hikida [ 111 proved that (4.8) and (4.9) in X are indepen- 
dent. 
Remark 4.5. Example 4.2 below reveals that Theorem 4.4 extends 
properly Theorem 1 of Hegedus [91, Theorem 5 of Hegedus and Szilhgyi 
[lo], the Theorem of Hikida [ll], and Theorem 2 of Park and Rhoades 
[191. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let X = R ,  with the usual metric d. Define cp: R ,  + R+ 
by cp(0) = 0, ~ ( x )  = x - 4 for x > 1 and ~ ( x )  = l /(n + 1) for x E (l /(n 
+ l), 1/12] and n E N. Let f :  X + X be defined as follows: 
f x  = cp(x)  for x E [0 ,1]  and f x  = 2 x  for x > 1 .  
Then cp E Q3 n Q4 and 6(x, y) = max{x, y} for x, y E [0,11. 
For q E {1,2} and x, y E 0(1 ,0 ) ,  we have 
d(fx,f4y)  = Ifx -fqyI I max{fx,f4y} 
= max{cp(x), cp(fq-'y)} = cp(max{x,fq-ly}) 
I cp(max{x,y}) = cp(6(X7Y)). 
Thus (4.1) and (4.8) are fulfilled. But Theorem 1 of Hegedus [9], Theorem 
5 of Hegedus and Szilhgyi [ 101, the Theorem of Hikida [ 111, and Theorem 2 
of Park and Rhoades [19] are not applicable since 6 ( x )  = a for all x > 1. 
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Remark 4.6. Theorem 1 of Kasahara [141 and Theorem 2 (CS) of Park 
[17] are special cases of Theorem 4.4. We conclude this paper by raising 
the following. 
Question 4.1. Does Theorem 4.4 hold for q 2 3? 
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